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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 6/12
Item ID: 12-2004
EAN: 811370023212
Size: 101 x 79 x 238 mm
Weight: 480 g

Recommended price

799 SEK

Transform your MacBook into a powerful desktop hub with the Twelve South BookArc, the world's
preferred MacBook stand. Save precious desk real estate and enhance your workstation by
incorporating the sleek style and intelligent design of the BookArc into your workflow.

Space-Saving Vertical Design
Optimized Cable Management
Interchangeable Silicone Inserts
Closed-Clampshell Mode Ready
Universal Compatibility for Current MacBooks

Space-Saving Vertical Design
The Twelve South BookArc takes the notion of ergonomic workspaces to the next level with its vertical
orientation. By holding your MacBook upright, you reclaim valuable desk space, allowing for a tidier and
more organized setup, perfect for those seeking a minimalist approach to their working environment.

Optimized Cable Management
Keep your workspace sleek and uncluttered with BookArc's specially designed cable-catch feature. This
innovative addition holds your cables in place, preventing them from slipping to the ground when
unplugged, saving you from the constant annoyance of picking cables off the floor.

Interchangeable Silicone Inserts
The BookArc boasts versatility with three interchangeable silicone inserts that cushion your MacBook
securely. These inserts cater to various MacBook models, ensuring a snug fit and preventing your
laptop from scratches or slippage.

Closed-Clampshell Mode Ready
BookArc allows you to take full advantage of your MacBook's capability by supporting closed-clamshell
mode. By connecting to an external monitor and accessories, you can create a more comfortable and
expansive desktop setup, making multitasking a breeze and elevating your productivity.

Universal Compatibility for Current MacBooks
The premium aluminum design of the Twelve South BookArc is accompanied by a silicone insert
tailored to fit your device, compatible with MacBook Pro with Thunderbolt 3/USB-C, MacBook Air with
Retina Display, and MacBook Pro with Retina Display.

Package includes

One Twelve South BookArc stand
Three interchangeable silicone inserts (D, E, and F)
The F insert for users updating from an existing BookArc for 16-inch MacBook Pro/2020
MacBook Air

Product specifications

Compatible with MacBook Pro 13" & 15", 2016-2019 (Insert D)
Compatible with MacBook Air, 2020 and 16" MacBook Pro, 2019 (Installed in BookArc) (Insert
F)
Compatible with MacBook Pro 13" 2020 and MacBook Air 2018-2019 (Insert E)
Not suitable for MacBook Pro Retina (pre-USB-C models) or older MacBook Air 11" and 13“
(pre-USB-C models)
Construction: Aluminum design with silicone inserts
Cable-catch feature for cable management
Supports closed-clamshell mode for docked MacBook use
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